BigAnimals Expeditions | CUBA December 30 '17 - Jan. 6, '18

GARDENS OF THE QUEEN
On this people-to-people educational exchange trip, you will eco-dive in the best underwater
studio in the world, Jardines de la Reina. Marine biologists and local experts will discuss the
conservation measures Cuba takes to preserve the aquatic ecosystem. This protected marine area
is the perfect location to learn and practice photography of large, toothy sharks, crocodiles and
other wildlife. Warm, crystal clear waters full of wildlife to capture safely await you.

MASTER CLASS: PHOTOGRAPHY WITH A PURPOSE
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Gardens of the Queen is the perfect
place for this BigAnimals Master Class. The
abundance of large, toothy subjects is
obviously a plus, but the water conditions
are flawless for our purposes. The waters of
Jardines are warm, blue, calm and clear, the
precise parameters necessary for honing
your photography skills. It is easy to
concentrate on your subject and be
creative when you never get cold and don’t
have to worry about poor visibility or heavy
currents.

“

In every biganimals destination, it’s the locals
who make the difference in our journey.

Imagine a place where you can spend
the morning eco-diving healthy, robust
reefs overflowing with Caribbean reef
and nurse sharks, the afternoon in the
sunlit mangroves photographing
crocodiles, and the sunset interacting
with silky sharks at the water’s surface.
This may sound like a location only to be
seen in your dreams, but it is very much
real and will surpass your expectations.
This is a typical day in Cuba’s Jardines de
la Reina, or Gardens of the Queen.
During your aquatic exploration, you
will discuss what you have learned that
day with local marine experts. You will
get a clearer understanding of how the
Apex predators abound in this marine
life haven, because this idyllic spot has
been protected from unsustainable
coastal development, overfishing, and
aggressive tourism for the last 60 years.
If you would like to experience this jewel
of the Caribbean and learn more about
Cuba’s conservation while perfecting
your big animal photography
techniques, join us in Jardines de la
Reina for our Shark and Crocodile
Photography Master Class with Amanda
Cotton.

”

When you take photos of Apex
predators, you are no longer just snapping
captures of your eco-diving experience,
but you are engaging in conservation
photography. This people-to-people
educational exchange promotes public
understanding of environmental
conservation. Both sharks and crocodiles
are greatly feared, misunderstood, and
unappreciated. The brutal practice of
shark finning claims the lives of tens of
millions of sharks annually for use in shark
fin soup, while crocodiles, despite being
covered by CITES, are still often illegally
taken and fall victim to the trade in exotic
skins. As you are creating images that
emphasize the beauty and uniqueness of
these animals, each one of us can play a
part in changing people’s minds all over
the world about the true nature and
importance of these creatures. By
participating in this Master Class, you will
exchange ideas and lessons learned about
environmental preservation with local
Cuban scientists and conservationists. You
will not only have the privilege of sharing
the water with sharks and crocodiles, but
will also develop the tools you need to
capture images that can change minds,
attitudes, and maybe even behaviors.

'100% Safety Record"

Cuba is a remarkable eco-diving
destination full of splendor and mystery.
Its most glorious attribute is its
abundance of sharks in both volume and
species diversity. It is a protected hotspot
for Caribbean reef sharks, silky sharks,
nurse sharks and more. There are few
places where an eco-diver can experience
these animals up close on every single
dive; regardless of dive site, Cuba offers
this. Amanda Cotton is thrilled to be
teaching a workshop where participants
can systematically and reliably capture
images of sharks in different
environments and shooting scenarios.

The crocodiles that inhabit the mangroves
and shallow seagrass beds that border the
dive sites of Jardines, are accustomed to
the presence of people and are
surprisingly docile. As with sharks, they
generally tend to be represented in a way
that does not accurately reflect their true
nature. Because of the conservation
efforts in Cuba, these reptiles freely roam
through the mangroves where we will be
able to snorkel with them and photograph
their prehistoric beauty and intimidating
smiles.
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As part of the people-to-people
educational exchange, participants will be
involved in sessions with local marine
experts both in and out of the water. Oneon-one and customized assistance will be
provided for all individuals.

“

Would you believe us if I mentioned the presence
of saltwater american crocodiles?

”

They even appear amazingly friendly...yes friendly! Our weather was superb.
We enjoyed sunny days with a water temperature rising to 82F (28C). A 3mm or
1/8 wetsuit provided plenty of warmth. The underwater visibility varied
between sixty feet (20 meters) to 100 feet (30 meters) from low to high tide.

Gardens of the Queen sets the stage to
allow eco-divers ample opportunity to
practice shooting different species of
sharks in low light/nighttime and dusk, on
seascape/reef, in schools or large
numbers, and in ambient and deep reef
environments. This gives photographers
the chance to practice a wide variety of
underwater photography techniques
including wide-angle, ambient light,
strobe filled, and even macro settings. The
same can be said for the photographic
opportunities with the crocodiles where
several hours can be spent in the water
with them trying out different exposures,
strobe settings, and even lenses.

Photographers will capture images
after detailed instructions for the
optimum style for each particular dive
site, followed by critique and instruction
on improvement and daily post
production/photo editing sessions.

Would you like to
explore Cuba?
Don’t think for too long.
Contact the studio
immediately at
info@biganimals.com

The Avalon II

The new Avalon II is a one year old, 120’
long vessel that can accommodate 16 people in eight ensuite double cabins. Fully air
conditioned, the boat has a large diving deck,
good rental diving gear, Nitrox, a parlor, dining room, and bar. Even a Jacuzzi is waiting
for us on the top deck.
Meals are superb with pasta, pizza, Cuban
style and European dishes and salads
combined with plentiful fresh tropical fruit
like guava, pineapple and papaya. English
speaking dive guides, lead by Cuba master
diver Noel are provided.
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Photography Master
Class, Crocs and Sharks in
the Gardens of the Queen
Dec. 30, ‘17-Jan. 6, ‘18
ECO Cuba Outings – OFAC License:
Educational Activities 515.565(b)
CUBA EXPERIENCE: 6 years
WHERE: Jardines de la Reina, Gardens of
the Queen (Marine Protected Area)
DATES: Dec. 30,’ 17-Jan. 6, ‘18

RON WATKINS
Expedition Leader
AMANDA COTTON
Expedition Leader

Amanda is a professional underwater
photographer, an avid scuba diver and ocean
enthusiast. Her goal is to help the general
public embrace the beauty below the waves,
in hopes that with awareness comes concern.
Amanda runs a design /media company, A
COTTONPHOTO Phot o Creative Works LLC,
and also enjoys working with like-minded
organizations that genuinely care about
the planet and its inhabitants. Amanda is a
member of many prestigious organizations
and has received numerous photography
awards with her images being featured in
major publications and news sources
worldwide. Amanda is a wide-angle
specialist with many years of experience
photographing sharks and other big
marine animals, making her an ideal trip
leader for the kind of eco-diving available
in Cuba.

Ron Watkins is a professional
photographer, writer, explorer, trip
leader and photography instructor
specializing in underwater and topside
nature photography. Through his
imagery, Ron is committed to raising
awareness of the challenges facing our
fragile ecosystems and threatened
marine life in hopes of promoting
conservation.
Whether helping his clients capture a
once-in-a-lifetime photo of a transient
pod of orcas in the Galapagos,
crocodiles in Cuba, giant Humboldt
squid in the Sea of Cortez, or rare salmon
sharks in Alaska, Ron always has a focus
on safety, organization, education,
conservation and adventure
Ron most recently received the
prestigious Underwater Photographer of
the Year, Our World Underwater, World
Shootout and Ocean Art photography
competitions.

BigAnimals’ Unique services – Raising the bar of services in every
adventure we operate around the world is our policy. We lead by
example with an immaculate safety record for 35 years. Each expedition
is carefully scouted before offered to the public and we schedule
departures only during peak season for diving and photography. For
Cuba, we offer a people-to-people educational and cultural exchange
with legal & hassle-free travel in and out from the USA to Cuba.

Traveling Legally in Cuba
While there is still an embargo and tourist travel is prohibited, Americans who wish to
experience the local culture and eco-dive in Cuba must do so on a people-to-people
educational exchange trip where they will have a full-time schedule and experience
meaningful interactions with the Cuban people.

DURATION: 8 Days in Cuba
MAX NO OF GUESTS: 16
AVAILABILITY: 16 spaces available
PRICING: $6,400 p.p. based on double
occupancy. s ingle accommodation
on board + 75% of space price
REGISTRATION: Deposit of $2,200
VESS EL: 120’ Avalon II
ACTIVITIES: Educational exchange
activities including eco-diving, snorkeling,
photography, informative discussions
with Cuban scientists and local marine
experts
T EMPERATURE: Air (60-85F/15-29C)
Water (75-82F/24-28C)
DIVING CONDITIONS: Fairly easy diving,
little current, 60ft (20m)+ visibility
TRIP PRICE INCLUDES :
• 7 nights onboard the Avalon II,
double occupancy
• 5 days of eco-diving, 4 eco-dives per
day. Day 6, 2 eco-dives
• Nitrox
• 3 diving skiﬀs, only 6 divers per vessel
• Only 16 guests,
• All meals and drinks on board the boat
• People-to-People educational license 515.565(b) (for legal travel from the US)
• All group transfers
• Amanda and Ron leadership TRIP
• PRICE EXCLUDES :
• Domestic and international airfare
to Cuba
• Meals which are not specified
• Independent transfers and touring
• Gratuities to crew
• S ingle occupancy
• Alcoholic and soft drinks
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MASTER CLASS: PHOTOGRAPHY WITH A PURPOSE
This BigAnimals Master Class expedition
is limited to 16 guests and will provide
you with access to the expertise of two
master photographers: Amanda Cotton
and Ron Watkins. In order to ensure the
best experience possible, we made
special arrangements to have three skiffs
instead of the usual two to shuttle divers
between different dive sites. This makes
the ride more comfortable, giving you
more space for your gear and the chance
to shoot images from the boat. Noel
Fernandez, Cuban dive guide
extraordinaire and accomplished
photographer, knows every dive site in
Jardines like the back of his hand and he
will be leading the expedition.
Free Nitrox will also be provided to
extend your bottom time and give you
more time to shoot the numerous and
beautiful subjects of Gardens of the
Queen.

day 4

Brief: By Amanda Cotton

Information on shooting close up/split
level wide angle.
Exposure changes for different
environments.
Strobe techniques.
Macro shooting information and
techniques as well.
Photoshop tutorials including workflow.

Cuba is a remarkable eco-diving
destination full of splendor and mystery,
but its most glorious attribute is its
abundance of shark species and their
numbers. What an incredible haven for
Caribbean reef sharks, silky sharks, nurse
sharks and more. There are few places
where a diver can experience sharks up
close on every single dive; regardless of
dive site, Cuba offers this. It is because of
this fact that I am thrilled to be teaching a
workshop where participants can
systematically and reliably capture images
of different species of sharks, in different
environments and shooting scenarios.

'You will be in LOVE with
sharks before the trip is half
way through'

day 1
Camera set up-including:
Strobe/housing configurations. Basic
exposure and understanding. White
balancing.
Shooting modes/ etc.
Strobe use and function

day 2
Information on shooting large animals/
ambient light shooting.
Tips and secrets.
Photoshop tutorials including workflow.

day 3
Information on shooting sharks with
strobe use.
Exposure and lighting techniques, etc.
Photoshop tutorials including workflow.

Additional Topics Covered:
Amanda coaching - bridge and CS 6 and
CC.
Ron coaching - Light room
Backscatter removal. Basic workflow for
image cataloging. Keywording. Data
collection. Dodging and burning
techniques. Masking/adjustment layering
techniques. Copyright protection
information. Curves. Conversion to black
and white. Removal of unwanted items in
image. Printing techniques.
Cropping and transformation.
Other subjects of interest.

Gardens of the Queen sets the stage to
allow divers ample opportunity to practice
shooting different species of sharks in low
light/nighttime and dusk, on seascape/reef,
in schools or large numbers, and in
ambient and deep reef environments. This
gives photographers the chance to practice
a wide variety of underwater photography
techniques from close up wide angle,
ambient, strobe-filled to even macro
settings.

Photographers will capture images after
detailed instructions for the optimum style
for each particular dive site is provided,
followed by critique and instruction on
improvement and daily post production/
photo editing sessions. As part of the
people-to-people educational exchange,
participants will be involved with marine
experts both in the classroom and the
water. One-on-one and customized
assistance will be provided for all
individuals.
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PhotogRaPhy WoRkshoP Cuba 2018 > tRIP ItIneRaRy > deC. 30, 2017-Jan. 6, 2018
NOTE - as of October 2016 - many
major USA airlines are flying directly to
Havana. Please check with your preferred
carrier or your travel agent for best flight
schedule from your home to Havana. For
visa and or permit to Cuba please review
the email update you’ve received or sent
to you after we receive your deposit.

aRRIVal day 1
SATURDAY 12/30 - ARRIVE Santa Clara.
We will pick you up and bring you directly
to Jucaro, a 2 1/2 hours drive to meet
with the Avalon crew. As soon as
everyone is on board, the vessel will
depart on the 5-6 hours cruise to the
Gardens of the Queen. On your way, you
will learn about the archipelago, its
history and the efforts being made to
preserve it. You will exchange ideas with
marine experts about Cuba’s intricate
ecosystem.

"In sum, the diving and overall trip was
spectacular, and it must be noted that
the personal efforts of Amos and
Amanda really made the difference.
Both of them went out of their way to
make sure we got close to the animals
and had opportunities to shoot the
types of pictures we were after. They
were also extremely helpful with
answering camera questions and
giving constructive as well as new
ideas. The lessons I learned from both
of them were incredibly valuable. Last
but not least, Amos and Amanda are
wonderful people who I really enjoyed
getting to know, and I am looking
forward to doing another trip with
them in the future! They really made
me feel comfortable and inspired me,
not just as photographers, but as
people who really care about the
marine animals and the environments
they live in".
Renee Capozzola

day 2-6

day 8

SUNDAY 12/31 THRU THURSDAY 01/04
(GARDENS OF THE QUEEN–Boat)
– Breakfast, lunch and dinner (included)
and 22 eco-dives (6am to 9pm) 4 eco-dives
per day X 5 days and 2 eco-dives on Friday
Jan. 6

SATURDAY 01/06 DEPART THE GARDENS
– Breakfast (included) (8am)
– Depart the vessel and the crew at 09:30

– Jardines de la Reina was declared a
Marine Park in 1996. Together with the
Cuban Sciences and Environment
Ministry, this area has been preserved
for future generations as a complex
network of untouched marine
ecosystems. During the week, you will
travel to different parts of the park.
Before and after your daily eco-dives,
you will meet with local marine experts
and Cuban scientists to discuss the
specifics of the area. Discussions will
also include how the park is managed,
what the challenges are, and how the
example of the Gardens of the Queen
can serve as a model for ocean
preservation.

day 7

FRIDAY 01/05 After breakfast, you will
make two or three dives (time
permitting). Dinner will be on board and
you will have an opportunity to interact
with marine experts and exchange ideas
before departing the Gardens, traveling
overnight for a morning arrival in Jucaro.

– TRANSFER TO SANTA CLARA or extend
your group’s travel to Havana, under
separate arrangements.
Prices and dates are subject to change
without prior notice. Eﬀective May 16, 2017.

PAYMENT POLICY AND DEPOSIT :
When we receive your deposit, we will send
you a comprehensive and detailed Trip
Preparation Bulletin about the experience
and the destination. All trip costs are
subject to change without prior notice until
your reservation is confirmed. A deposit of
33% of the total trip price is required to
secure space on the trip. Full payment is
due no later than 90 days before departure.
We reserve the right to sell any space that is
not paid in full by 60 days before departure.
CANCELLATION POLICY
• Must be made in writing.
• More than 90 days before trip: Deposit
will be refunded less administration and
promotion cost.
90
• days or less before trip: Deposit will
be refunded if space is sold, less
unrecoverable costs of sales, and
administration costs.
• No refund is made for unused part of
the itinerary.
• Cost of services not included in the
expedition price, flight time and
schedule, weather, water temperature,
and animal behavior are all subject
to change
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